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Rogers Communication
Background
Rogers Communications is a diversified Canadian communications and media company
engaged in three primary lines of business. Rogers Wireless is Canada’s largest wireless
voice and data communications services provider and the country’s only national carrier
operating on the world standard GSM, HSPA+ and LTE technology platforms. Rogers Cable
is a leading Canadian cable services provider, offering cable television, high-speed Internet
access, and telephony products for residential and business customers. Rogers Media is
Canada’s premier group of category-leading broadcast, specialty, sports, print and on-line
media assets with businesses in radio and television broadcasting, televised shopping, sports
entertainment, and magazine and trade journal publication.
The company’s Credit Operations call centers perform inbound and outbound collections
for four of its business segments – wireless, cable, home phone and internet – with separate
agent pools managing the workload across portfolios. The company is headquartered in
Toronto, Ontario.
Rogers Communications strives to be first to market for various products and offerings and
to being the first to launch new technologies to improve its operations. Rogers is the first
organization in Canada to successfully deploy the CallTech and OnQ applications.

Goal
Rogers was looking to improve the productivity of their blended call center staffing while
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With Noble CallTech and OnQ,
Rogers has increased RPC rates,
agency occupancy rates, and
dialer operations.

simplifying their outbound dialing management process. Additionally, Rogers saw great
potential in building foundations to support a single point of strategy execution across all
products and all call centres.
Specific goals were to:
> Increase Right Party Contacts (RPCs) per hour by 8% to improve collection

effectiveness and customer experience
> Increase agent occupancy rates by 8% to increase agent effiencies
> Implement operational tools that increase automation, improve dialer

management and contact prioritization efficiency
> Implement policy compliance tools, e.g. attempt frequency & velocity and

recall strategies

CallTech maximizes dialer
and agent productivity by using
Best-Time-To-Call models that
clients can use to build the
optimal calling schedule for their
outbound campaigns, which in
turn increases their
RPC rates. OnQ automates and
centralizes call center campaign
management, with re-queing
features that give call center
management full control to
monitor campaigns in real time
and make changes intra-day
as required.
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Solution
Rogers elected to deploy CallTech and OnQ software.
CallTech maximizes dialer and agent productivity by using Best-Time-To-Call models that
clients can use to build the optimal calling schedule for their outbound campaigns, which
in turn increases their RPC rates.
OnQ automates and centralizes call center campaign management, with re-queing
features that give call center management full control to monitor campaigns in real
time and make changes intra-day as required. This allowed Rogers to monitor agent
occupancy rates and redeploy campaigns as agent time allowed.
Rogers utilizes OnQ to automate file processing, treatment application, scheduled list
management and policy compliance. Instead of monitoring the delivery of as many as
ten separate files and scheduling agents to dial those accounts, Rogers can now manage
across all files and groups as one vs managing 100+ campaigns individually.
OnQ facilitated the ability to call the previous day’s records while the host system
prepared the file for present day calling. Enabling the records to be called earlier in the
day increased the calling frequency thus improving the penetration of those records.
Previously, those files could not be called until midday due to the host system setup
requirements.
The CallTech and OnQ solutions also provide this fast-growing company with a flexible
platform for future expansion.

Results
The results to date have exceeded expectations:
> RPC rates have increased by 15-30% depending on the account segment, well

above the project goal of 8%
> Agent occupancy rate improved 8%, 100% of forecasted benefit realized
> Rogers also realized a significant improvement in dialer operations effort thanks

to automated record segmentation, treatment application and scheduled
list management and policy compliance
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enabling them to proactively
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customers more effectively,
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their customer relationships.
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